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IntroducAon
Baseball: America’s naAonal pasAme. The MLB had $7.2 billion in revenue in
2010, and, according to CNBC, $30 to $40 billion is bet illegally on the game
every year.
There are 2,430 baseball games in a season. That’s over 190,000 plate
appearances each year. We leveraged comprehensive data since 1980 – over
7 million data points – to predict the scores of baseball games.

Exploring the State Space
We treat baseball games as a Markov decision process. However, there are
too many possible states and transiAons to feasibly calculate true
probabiliAes. As such, we randomly sample from the state space to esAmate
the true distribuAon of games.
Count of games

We used the data to repeatedly simulate every at bat of every game.
SophisAcated analysis of these results revealed surprisingly predicAve
staAsAcs that leave us quesAoning the proverbial wisdom:
“The house always wins.”

Graph 2: Example simulaAon
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Learning P(acAons|state)

“AcAons” is the set of possible results for the bawer, and “outcomes” is the
set of possible states aGer a play has been made.

StaAsAcs are ubiquitous in Baseball. We know every player’s barng average,
every pitcher’s earned run average – we can calculate any staAsAc we need,
at arbitrary levels of granularity.

1. Enter start state (Away team hirng, nobody on base, etc.)
2. Repeat unAl game end
(a) Calculate P(acAons|state) (learn this probability!)
(b) Choose weighted random acAon
(c) Calculate P(outcomes|acAon) (we assume that this is the same for
all games)
(d) Choose weighted random outcome
(e) Go to the state that outcome speciﬁes
3. Gather staAsAcs about simulaAon

A player’s hirng staAsAcs, however, are not suﬃcient to calculate the
probability distribuAon for some at bat. These probabiliAes are a combinaAon
of hirng staAsAcs, pitching staAsAcs, and environmental variables (like
runners on base, handed-ness, etc.).
We have 7.2 million instances of at bats, which we featurized into about 100
features (mostly sparse). Each instance is matched to a result, like “single,”
“strikeout,” or “ﬁelder’s choice”. Splirng these examples into 70%
development and 30% tesAng, we run mulAnomial logisAc regression to more
accurately calculate P(acAon|state).

We simulate each game 10,000 Ames. The key to simulaAng accurate games is
learning P(acAons|state).

Conclusions
Table 1. A few examples of features.
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Graph 1. Conﬁdence vs. Return
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has_one_out

bat_singles_per_try_against_same_hand

is_7th_inning

pitcher_doubles_per_bawer

bawer_and_pitcher_same_handed

bat_homers_in_last_30_awempts

runner_on_second

bat_doubles_per_try_against_diﬀ_hand

in_stadium_5

bat_walks_per_plate_appearance

We have successfully represented Major League Baseball games as a Markov
Chain, and through Monte Carlo simulaAons of these games we can generate
meaningful results that are compeAAve with state-of-the-art techniques.
By focusing on high-conﬁdence games, we generate meaningful results. We
found, with p < .05, that our predicAons for games with more than 80%
conﬁdence are expected to guess the correct result for the over/under.
We’re sAll working on tweaking our feature selecAon and algorithm, and
expect to improve our model and results in the coming days.
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